Umbra Internship Opportunities

Career preparation beyond the books

One and two month credit-bearing, summer internship opportunities in Perugia, Italy

www.umbra.org/internships
Why intern abroad?

- Expand your perspective and cultural competence
- Step out of your comfort zone and take on new challenges
- Thrive in a diverse and dynamic environment
- Develop soft skills (cultural intelligence, adaptability, etc.) and hard skills (quantifiable knowledge or abilities)
- Demonstrate your ability to succeed in new and unfamiliar situations

Why Perugia?

Perugia is well-known throughout Italy as the country’s “UniversCity” and the capital of the region of Umbria. Its location and thriving student population offer opportunities to network with peers from around the globe.

Because Perugia is not as well-known to the U.S. as cities like Rome, Florence, Venice, and Milan, interning in the city illustrates to employers your enterprising desire to explore beyond the beaten path and experience authentic Italy.

Your choice to participate as an intern abroad demonstrates ambition, curiosity, and creativity in enhancing life skills.

Visit www.umbra.org/internships to review descriptions of Umbra’s one (2 credits) and two month (3 credits) credit-bearing, summer internship options.